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Team activity overview  Hours

Eleanor Carlton 159.5
Jodilea Carr 106
Sophie Hughes 88.5
Loretta Earley 85.25
Jonathan Lim 105



Name: Eleanor Carlton

Project: Natural and Archaeological Conservation
Hours completed 

so far: 159.5
Role: Digitising Lead

Activity Log

Date Work completed Skills and personal attributes gained or used Hours worked
28/3/2017 Initial team meeting with the members of the 

SERT, including lecturers, researchers and 
students who are are involved with this project. In 
this meeting the aim of the work was discussed so 
that all members of the SERT team were up to 
date and informed about what we would be doing. 
During this meeting, the key roles, responsibilities 
and practicalities were explained, so that all team 
members knew what was expected of them. After 
consideration, I decided to take the role of digitising 
lead - 'Prior to collecting data we will be digitising 
boundaries of sites in order to properly identify our 
survey locations. This role will require you to co-
ordinate the digitising of selected sites and collate 
this into a single GIS layer. You will be responsible 
for generating the points to visit (using ArcGIS) and 
transferring this information to GPS devices'.

Attending this meeting was very helpful to clarify what we 
will bw doing and when we are doing the work. Clear 
communication skills were needed when deciding which 
roles were most suitable for each team member, depending 
on abilities and past experience.

2

31/3/2017 During the GIS training session we were told which 
elements of GIS we would be putting into practice 
during our placement and practiced digitising 
heathlands using ArcGIS.

This training session allowed me to improve my technique 
with digitising boundaries. I had used GIS previously during 
the GIS unit on my course, but digitising something that we 
would be later using in the field really helped me to 
understand the technology more.

1

3/4/2017 Turbary common training day Gorse ID skills, practical skills, experience 2
4/4/2017 Heathland digitising Sorting through the list of survey sites provided by Alex, 

finding the boundaries of the heathlands, digitising the 
heathlands. Deciding which heaths were and were not 
suitable for our surveys, excluding the unsuitable sites from 
the ArcMap.

7

6/4/2017 ARC & DT heathland digitising Sorting through list of ARC & DT nature reserve sites for 
heathlands, finding the heathland boundaries and digitising 
the heaths.

6

18/4/2017 On the first day of our fieldwork, we visited Canford 
Heath. First, we completed a heathland ecology 
survey as a team to ensure that all team members 
were certain of how to complete these surveys and 
use the technology correctly. I used the mobile 
GPS device to navigate to randomly selected 
survey plots in the heathland. Loretta and I 
completed many ecological surveys together, 
measuring the heather, estimating vegetation 
composition and recording other ecological 
features of interest. We then travelled to Upton 
heath and completed more ecological surveys on 
the heathland.

I learnt a lot on the first day of practical fieldwork, it was the 
first time that I had used the mobile GPS devices, widening 
my technological knowledge. Measuring and examining the 
heather helped to further my understanding of heathlands 
and taught me valuable ecological skills. I also learnt how 
best to move through wet heath and bog, as navigating 
direct routes to survey plots quite often proved impractical.

8

19/4/2017

On the second day of our fieldwork, we visited Tadnoll Heath. I used the mobile GPS device to navigate to randomly selected survey plots in the heathland. Loretta and I completed many ecological surveys together, measuring the heather, estimating vegetation composition and recording other ecological features of interest. We then travelled to Winfrith heath and completed more ecological surveys on the heathland.

I also learnt a lot on my second day of fieldwork. On Tadnoll 
and Winfrith heath I got the opportunity to use the tablet to 
record the ecological survey data. This was the first time 
that I had used these tablets, which seemed to work well 
and adapted to quickly. We also recorded the ecological 
survey data on paper to make sure that any inaccuracies 
that could have been accidentally recorded on the tablets 
did not affect the results.

8

20/4/2017 On the third day of practical fieldwork we visited 
Studland & Godlingston heath. We swapped 
partners, so I was working with Jon today on the 
archaeological surveys. Jon and I visited three 
archaeological features, one scheduled and two 
incidental. These archaeological features were a 
Bronze Age barrow, a giant boulder (Agglestone 
rock) and a WW2 bunker.

During the study on Studland & Godlingston heath I had the 
opportunity to work with Jon on the Archaeological surveys, 
this was something that I had never done before. On this 
day, I learnt many new skills, including how to spot and 
survey ancient monuments. One of the scheduled ancient 
monuments was already on our list to survey, but we also 
found two more features of archaeological interest to survey 
too. I learnt how to estimate the level of damage to the 
archaeology and take readings whilst protecting the 
monument as best as possible.

9



21/4/2017 Today we visited Arne heath & Stoborough heath. 
Jon and I didn't have any archaeology on our list so 
we went out to try and spot some. At Arne heath 
we found an earthwork which we identified as a 
possible field boundary. At Stoborough heath we 
found another earthwork, which we identified as an 
abandoned tramway track.

We had no archeological features in Arne heath that were 
had scheduled, so Jon and I went to search the heathland 
for signs of archaeology. We found an earthwork, which we 
thought was a field boundary and recorded it in our survey. 
This was the first time I had recorded and earthwork, so this 
experience really helped me become more confident in 
spotting archeology in the field.

8

19/6/2017 Epicollect data download and transfer Accessing the data on Epicollect and transferring the data 
from that document onto my private computer in a format 
that I could edit and reorder for use in the site reports.

3.5

20/6/2017 Canford, Upton, Tadnoll & Winfrith data Finding the data from Canford heath, Upton heath and 
Winfrith heath, selecting the data needed for the site reports 
and rewriting that data into a seperate document so that all 
the data is in an easy-to-read format and each site's data is 
grouped for ease of comparison.

7

21/6/2017 Arne, Higher Hyde, Sopley & Stoborough data Finding the data from Arne heath, Higher Hyde heath, 
Sopley heath and Stoborough heath, selecting the data 
needed for the site reports and rewriting that data into a 
seperate document so that all the data is in an easy-to-read 
format and each site's data is grouped for ease of 
comparison.

7

23/6/2017 Studland & Godlinston, Hartland Moor, Latchmore 
Bottom, Matchams House Slope & Matley data

Finding the data from Studland & Godlingston heath, 
Hartland Moor heath, Latchmore Bottom heath, Matchams 
House Slope heath and Matley heath, selecting the data 
needed for the site reports and rewriting that data into a 
seperate document so that all the data is in an easy-to-read 
format and each site's data is grouped for ease of 
comparison.

8

24/6/2017 Black Bush Plain, Whitten Bottom, Whitefield, 
Woolsbarrow & Hilltop data

Finding the data from Black Bush Plain heath, Whitten 
Bottom heath, Whitefield heath, Woolsbarrow heath and 
Hilltop heath, selecting the data needed for the site reports 
and rewriting that data into a seperate document so that all 
the data is in an easy-to-read format and each site's data is 
grouped for ease of comparison.

8

25/6/2017 Archaeology data (Canford, Upton, Winfrith, 
Tadnoll, Arne, Stoborough & Higher Hyde)

Finding the archeological survey data from Canford heath, 
Upton heath, Winfrith heath, Tadnoll heat, Arne heath, 
Stoborough heath and Higher Hyde heath. Selecting the 
data needed for the site reports and rewriting that data into 
a seperate document so that all the data is in an easy-to-
read format and each site's data is grouped for ease of 
comparison.

5

26/6/2017 Archaeology data (Sopley, Studland & 
Godlingston, Latchmore Bottom, Matley, Black 
Bush Plain, Whitten Bottom, Hilltop, Whitefield & 
Woolsbarrow)

finding the archeological survey data from Sopley heath, 
Studland & Godlingston heath, Latchmore Bottom heath, 
Matley heat, Black Bush Plain heath, Whitten Bottom heath, 
Whitefield heath, Hilltop and Woolsbarrow heath. Selecting 
the data needed for the site reports and rewriting that data 
into a seperate document so that all the data is in an easy-
to-read format and each site's data is grouped for ease of 
comparison.

5

27/6/2017 Report planning & team consultation Writing a draft report for the other team members to use as 
indpiration, also to show the structure and type of content to 
include in the reports.

2

6/7/2017 Canford & Upton report Writing the site reports for Canford heath and Upton heath. 
Researching the ecology and archeology of the heathlands, 
analysing the results of the surveys and commenting on the 
implications of the state of the heathland for the 
conservation of archeology. This information was backed 
up with data from the surveys and photographs taken on 
the day.

10

7/7/2017 Tadnoll & Winfrith report Writing the site reports for Tadnoll heath and Winfrith heath. 
Researching the ecology and archeology of the heathlands, 
analysing the results of the surveys and commenting on the 
implications of the state of the heathland for the 
conservation of archeology. This information was backed 
up with data from the surveys and photographs taken on 
the day.

10

8/7/2017 Arne & Stoborough report Writing the site reports for Arne heath and Stoborough 
heath. Researching the ecology and archeology of the 
heathlands, analysing the results of the surveys and 
commenting on the implications of the state of the 
heathland for the conservation of archeology. This 
information was backed up with data from the surveys and 
photographs taken on the day.

10

10/7/2017

Re-allocation of reports

As one member of the team is abroad, the site site reports 
that were allocated to him needed to be reallocated within 
the team.

2



17/7/2017 Editing of Jodile's reports (Black Bush Plain, 
Whitten Bottom, Hilltop & Higher Hyde heath)

Going over the site reports that Jodilea submitted, editing 
any irrelevant information, data checking any information 
and numbers included, putting the reports into a consistent 
format, correcting spelling and grammar. Jodilea's reports 
were of an excellent quality and her analysis of the surveys 
required little editing.

5

18/7/2017 Editing of Sophie's reports (Whitefield, 
Woolsbarrow, Sopley & Matchams House Slope 
heath)

Going over the site reports that Sophie submitted, editing 
any irrelevant information, data checking any information 
and numbers included, putting the reports into a consistent 
format, correcting spelling and grammar. Sophie's reports 
were of a high quality. The information that Sophie included 
in her report was very good, I mainly had to edit the 
formatting of the site reports to make them consistent with 
the others.

6

29/7/2017 Editing of Sophie's updated site reports Sophie made some changes to the first site reports that she 
sent me, adding photographs to back up her points. These 
also needed checking and editing.

2

30/7/2017 Editing of Loretta's reports (Studland & Godlingston 
and Hartland Moor heath)

Going over the site reports that Loretta submitted, editing 
any irrelevant information, data checking any information 
and numbers included, putting the reports into a consistent 
format, correcting spelling and grammar. Loretta wasn't 
sure what to include in the reports, so I sent her copies of 
the site reports that I had written to use as a guideline and 
found information online for her to use.

6.5

1/8/2017 Editing of Loretta's last report on Latchmoor 
Bottom heath.

Editing the last report that Loretta sent to me today, putting 
the text into the correct format, removing all irrelevant 
information, correcting any spelling mistakes and rewording 
to improve grammar.

2.5

2/8/2017 Compiliation of all the site reports into one 
document.

Adding each of the 18 site reports into a single document, 
re-editing so each site report was easy to read and the 
definition where one report ends and another starts is 
obvious.

3.5

3/8/2017 Final editing of the site reports document & 
reformatting.

Further editing of the rest of the site reports added to the 
final site report word document.

4

11/8/2017 Conversion of site report document into pdf form 
and uploading to the google drive page.

The word document was too large to upload to the google 
drive account or email around, so the document had to be 
converted to a pdf and compressed.

1.5

Total hours 159.5



Name: Jodilea Carr

Project: Natural and Archaeological Conservation
Hours completed 

so far: 106
Role: Photography Lead / Organiser

Activity Log

Date Work completed Skills and personal attributes gained or used Hours worked
28.03.17 Attended the first group SERT meeting. This gave 

me the opportunity to meet the rest of the SERT 
team. The goals of the SERT project were 
discussed along with key roles and responsibilities 
that all members are expected to uphold to keep 
the project working. We were presented with a list 
of roles with descriptions, and after some 
consideration I selected the role of 'Lead 
Photography'. We were told of necessary training 
days that needed to be within the near future, such 
as GIS training and fieldwork training. 

We discussed the goals of the SERT, and clear 
communication was needed to help allocate roles and 
responsibilities amongst the team, and also arrange future 
meeting dates. 

2

31.03.17 Attended the GIS training day for the SERT. This 
involved downloading relevant files with 
instructions, and using them to load up relevant 
programmes, following the guide steps to map out 
Hartland Heath.

I had never used GIS software before, so this was a new 
experience with unfamiliar programnes, however with the 
instructions aid, and help from Phillipa, was able to 
complete the steps and map out Hartland Heath.

1

03.04.17 Attended a team meeting at Turbary Common 
Heath. We practiced surveying patches of heath 
and with instructions on features to evaluate, such 
as the life stages of heath, estimate of species 
present and their percentages, and the effect of 
trampling which can create bare ground where no 
species are present. The team discussed potential 
methods of recording the data during the practical 
fieldwork commencing from the 18.04.17.

Gained experience examining heath condition, including life 
stages and the effects humans and livestock have on the 
habitat. I also became more familiar with some of the 
species present that we will later be surveying during the 
fieldwork.

2

18.04.17 This was the first practical day of the fieldwork, 
started by meeting at the university and then 
travelling by car to Dorset Canford Heath, and later 
to Upton Heath Park. The team did a practise 
survey together, to make ensure we knew what 
heath features to evaluate, and how to correctly 
use the equipment. Used the GIS and the printed 
maps to navigate the heath. Completed 5 surveys 
in the location and 2 in the second.

It was the first time that I had used the GPS navigation and 
recorded data on a tablet - which I found much easier than 
recording data on paper - and using a compass to note 
down directions that photographs were taken in. Gained 
practical experience navigating heath and finding sites 
mapped on the GPS. Some locations we could not access 
and therefore had to survey as close to the point as we 
could get, an example of this was a bog in Upton Park 
Heath. I also had the opportunity to further develop my 
species identifying skills and my ability to access the life 
stages of heath.

8

19.04.17 Second day of the practical fieldwork. The surveys 
were carried out throughout Tadnoll and Winfrith 
heaths. At certain points the whole team split into 
pairs to visit different sections. Surveyed 13 points. 
Whilst charging the tablet I added further notes to 
the plots surveyed today and yesterday, and 
uploaded the files.

Gained more experience using the GPS and navigating 
heathland with its aid. Also, now able to identify where 
potential bog habitats start and end, and gained experience 
avoiding but also crossing near that terrain. Further 
developed my skills of species identification, now more 
familiar with the differences between dwarf gorse, western 
gorse and European gorse. I can also more quickly 
evaluate the life stage of heath, and practised searching for 
and identifying animal tracks and prints.

9

20.04.17 Third day of the practical fieldwork. The surveys 
were carried out throughout Winrith and 
Godslington Heaths. At each new location the team 
split into pairs to cover more ground. Today we 
also switched pairs to work with other members of 
the team, my  new team-mate and I managed to 
survey 12 points.

Further developed my navigation skills using the GPS, 
relying on these skills to navigate the heaths. I also 
practised and broadened by species identification skills, 
and confidence at evaluating the life stage of heath.

8

21.04.17 Fourth day of practical fieldwork. The surveys were 
carried out at Arne and Stoborough Heaths. 
Travelled there by car and to various access points 
to reduce walking time. Working with the same 
partner as yesterday we surveyed 11 points. Spent 
an hour adding further notes to the plots surveyed 
today and yesterday, and uploaded the files.

I further practised my skills of evaluating heath life stages 
and the estimate of species present. I also became more 
familiar with navigating with the GPS and confidence 
navigating heath. 

9

24.04.17 Fifth day of practical fieldwork. The surveys were 
carried out at Sophley. Travelled to by car. I 
worked with different team mates again today, and 
we regularly switched roles between focusing on 
using the tablet, measuring or evaluating the 
estimates within the plot etc. We surveyed 19 
points today. Whilst charging the tablet I spent an 
hour adding further notes to the plots surveyed 
today, then uploaded the files.

One of my team mates had extensive knowledge of flora 
species and named some that we encountered, along with 
a few facts about them. It was interesting to learn and 
helped to improve my flora identification skills.

9



25.04.17 Sixth day of practical fieldwork. The surveys were 
carried out at two different heaths / sites located 
within the New Forest. There was a new member 
of the team joining us for the day so we had two 
ecology pairs and one archaeology team. I was in 
an ecology pair. We surveyed 20 points in total. I 
helped to write the diary entry for this day. Whilst 
charging the tablet I spent an hour adding detailed 
notes to the plots surveyed today.

I improved my navigation skills, although I did mislead us at 
one point, taking us too close to another pair's area to 
survey. However, after discussing this with my team mate 
we quickly found an alternative route that led us to some 
points we had not yet surveyed, and looped back to the 
meet up location at a convenient time. Practised my 
species identification skills, trying to recognise species I 
was not familiar with along with the ability to evaluate the 
condition of heath.

9

26.04.17 Seventh day of fieldwork. The surveys were carried 
out at three different heaths located within the New 
Forest. We surveyed 23 plots today.

Further improved navigation skills using the GPS and a 
map, quickly planning out our routes before departing, 
helping my team mates and I to survey more plots at each 
site. My team working skills also improved, as my team 
mates and I formed our own method of working to increase 
our overall working speed.

8

27.04.17 Eighth day of fieldwork. The surveys were carried 
out at Higher Hyde Heath and Bloxworth Heath. 

Improved navigation skills when navigating heath, planning 
out paths to points using the GPS to avoid boggy and 
difficult terrain. I also briefly practised flora species 
identification using a file I had downloaded on my phone 
with a small list of species and descriptions.

8

28.04.17 Final day of fieldwork. The surveys were carried 
out at Canford and Upton heaths again to gather 
more data here.

Improved working speed and the ability to survey dense 
gorse plots.

4

23.06.17 Started comprising photograhs onto a PowerPoint 
with annotations.

Improved skills using PowerPoint and Epicollect to 
summarise some of the relevant data. I also checked the 
PowerPoints for spelling and grammar mistakes.

3

28.06.17 Continued organising and annotating photographs 
on PowerPoint. Decided to create seperate 
PowerPoints for Ecology and Archaeology 
photographs.

Improved my PowerPoint skills and sumarising data from 
the sites visited.

4

29.06.17 Continued organising and annotating photographs 
on PowerPoint..

Improved my PowerPoint skills and sumarising the data 
from the sites visited.

5

30.06.17 Continued organising and annotating photographs 
on PowerPoint.

Improved my PowerPoint skills and my ability to summarise 
the relevant data collected from teh sites visited during the 
fieldwork. 

5

01.07.17 Continued organising and annotating photographs 
on PowerPoint.

Improved my PowerPoint skills and sumarising data. Proof 
read the annotations for spelling mistakes.

4

02.07.17 Finished organising and annotating photographs. Improved my PowerPoint skills and sumarising data. 
Organised the photograph slightly, adding a seperate slide 
with the site name and date to help make it clearer to other 
viewers where each section starts and ends. 

4

14.07.17 Started writing the reports assigned to me. Improved my ability to research heathland and use Word 
Document and summarise data. I also checked my reports 
for spelling and grammar mistakes.

2

16.07.17 Continued and finished writing reports. Improved my ability to research heathland and use Word 
Document and summarise the relevant data that we 
collected.

2

Total hours 106



Name: Sophie Hughes

Project: Natural and Archaeological Conservation
Hours completed 

so far: 88.5
Role:

Activity Log

Date Work completed Skills and personal attributes gained or used Hours worked
28.03.17 I attended the first meeting of the Natural and Archaelogical SERT team and met almost all people 

involved in the SERT. We all introduced ourselves to the team and made it known what course 
students are involved in and what the staff on the team are involved in outside of the SERT. We then 
discussed what role each of us would take on and I decided to take on the role of 'Tablet trial lead' 
and will also  be involved in making a diary, on Microsoft Word which will all be about the work carried 
out regarding the SERT. We then arranged suitable times for other meetings before the fieldwork 
beginst. Our next meeting will be on the 31st of March to discuss how to use appropiate GIS 
software. 

In order to be a helpful participant and good team member for 
this meeting, I needed to have the confidence to express my 
thoughts clearly. I believe I achieved this as I was able to let the 
team know what days I was available for other meetings before 
the fieldwork and I did feel like I was involved in the discussion. I 
also was able to make a clear decision on what role I wanted to 
take on and decided from the best of my abilities what would be 
the most useful role I could take on based on past experence but 
also curiosity to trying something new. 

2

31.3.17 Was taught how to use appropiate GIS software so that I will have the skills to be able to map out 
selected sites for the chosen heathlands for the Natural and Archaeological Conservation SERT. I 
mapped out the heathland in Arne. 

I gained skills on using appropiate GIS software. 1

3.4.17 We went to Turbary Common and conducted a practice survey so we know what to expect during 
fieldwork and visually asessed the percentatges of heathland present and also measured the height 
of a section of heathland and discussed what species there were in the section of heathland. 

I learnt identification skills for identifying different species of 
gourse and I also learnt that heathlands have different levels. I 
practiced practicle skills and gained valuable experence for 
conducting a survey for the fieldwork which will commence on 
18.4.16. 

2

18.4.17 Surveyed the first two heathland sites in Dorset- Canford Heath and Upton Heath Park. The first 5 by 
5 meter plot that was surveyed was done as a whole team in order to give everyone the oppertunity 
to know what they need to do in order to conduct appropiate surverys for the next two weeks. I was 
introduced to the tablet, GIS tracker and compas and was able to learn how to use them whilst at the 
first site. Me and my team mate were able to survey 5 plots at the first site and 2 at the second site. I 
recorded several entries and took several photographs at different plots at the first site. When I got 
home I made a start on the Natural and Archaeological Conservation SERT 2017 diary and made an 
entry for the 18th of April fieldwork day.

I became familiar with the tablet and how to successfully record 
the appropiate data in each entry for plots I surveyed. I also 
used the GIS system for the first time and struggled to grasp 
how to successfully use it at first. I will try to use the maps 
provided at he sites for the next fieldword day as I believe I will 
then be able to use it as it will aid in finding the sites with the GIS 
so I do not get lost. I also realised it would be more appropiate to 
wear wellie boots as I got stuck in a bog at Upton Heath Park 
and also got prickled by gorse several times. I also learnt how to 
be able to clearly tell the difference between the different stages 
of heathland. 

9

19.4.17 On the second day of fieldwork I surveyed 12 heathland plots at different parts of Tadnoll and Winfrith 
heathland with my teammate. When I got home I filled in the diary entry for what occured during the 
second day of fieldwork.

During the second day I had become much more confident with 
using the tablet and being able to identify the different stages of 
heathland. I also wore wellies on this day which made it much 
easier to get to each plot. I also gained more experence with 
taking photos of the heathland plots and some animals that were 
spotted.

8

20.4.17 On the third day of fieldwork we went to Studland and Godlinston Heath and surveyed 14 heathland 
plots with my teammate, five plots were surveyed at the first sight, four at the second and five at the 
last site we went to that day. In the evening I uploaded the recorded survey information from the 
tablet, charged the tablet and filled in the diary entry for the 20th. 

I gained much more experience with using the tablet and I 
started using percentages instead of the DAFOR scale for part 
of the survey. 

8

21.4.17 On the forth day of fieldwork we went to Arne and Stoborough heath. 
5 plots were surveyed at Arne and 5 plots were surveyed at 
Stoborough heath with my teammate. In the evening I charged the 
tablet, uploaded the survey data and photos and filled in the diary 
entry for the 21st. 

I gained more 
experence using the 
GPS and led my 
teamate to two plots 
at Arne.

8

24.4.17 On the fifth day of fieldwork, myself and two teammates were in an Ecology team and surveyed 19 
heath plots in total. When I got home I filled in the diary entry for the 24th. 

We managed to survey many more heathland plots on this day 
and on several plots I was in charge of finding out all of the 
vegetation heights. I enjoyed this because I liked to challenge 
myself by memorising the heights. 

8

25.4.17 On the sixth day of fieldwork, me and a teammate were in an Ecology team and surveyed two sites in 
the New Forest and surveyed 20 plots in total. When I got home I uploaded the survey information 
and charged the tablet.

Today I wrote all the surveys on paper instead of the tablet 
which I had not done before.

8

26.4.17 On the seventh day of field work, myself and two teammates were in a ecology team and we 
surveyed three parts of the New Forest and surveyed 23 heathland plots. In the evening I filled in the 
diary entry for the 26th.

I gained more confidence with using the tablet and taking 
photographs with the tablet. I noticed that we were able to 
survey different plots quicker in time as we all now have over a 
week of experence with surveying heathland. 

8

27.4.17 On the eighth day of fieldwork, myself and two teammates were in a ecology team and we surveyed 
18 heathland plots in total. 9 at Higher Hyde heath and 9 on top of an Iron Age hill fort. In the evening 
I filled in the diary entry for the 26th and wrote about the pros and cons of using the tablet out in the 
field. 

At Higher Hyde Heath I used the GIS and led my teammates to 
several plots. This made me much more confident to use the 
GIS and I also learnt how to find the compas on the GIS. 

8

28.4.17 On the ninth day of fieldwork we returned to different parts of the two sites we vsited on the first day 
of fieldwork. This was Canford Heath and Upton Heath. We only needed to survey a few heathland 
plots at both sites as we already had several for these sites. 

Improved ability to survey heathland plots that are mostly 
dominated by gorse 

5

27.6.17 Made grammer corrections to the diary and added extra information to all of the fieldwork days and 
asked all members of the team if they can send me their thoughts of a specific day of fieldwork they 
would like to mention before the reports and diary needs to be handed in. 

2

11.7.17 I wrote up two out of the 4 reports that have been allocated to me. The reports I wrote up were for 
Sopley and Whitefield Heathland. after I had finished I sent them to Elenor to find out if I am on the 
right track. 

I learnt how to access the epicollect data so that  I can trasfer 
information regarding the ecology and archeology of the 
heathlands to my reports. 

3

13.7.17 I wrote up the report for Woolsbarrow Hill Hort. 1.5
15.7.17 I wrote up the last report for Matchams House Slope 2
16.7.17 I added photographs of all archelogical features and ecology in all of my reports and then made 

several corrections here and there to my reports. I then added all of the photos I took whilst on 
placement to the diary and also made some final corrections to the diary. 

3.5

29.7.17 Wrote up a page on word, with pictures about my thoughts and experiences of the SERT for the 
creative blog. 

1.5

Total hours 88.5



Name: Loretta Earley

Project: Natural and Archaeological Conservation
Hours completed 

so far: 85.25
Role:

Activity Log

Date Work completed Skills and personal attributes gained or used Hours worked
31/03/17 digitising learning GIS 1

4/4/2017 listing ARC and DWT sites 0.75
3/4/2017 fieldwork training used skills gained from college and refreshed my memory 

on identifiable features of different gorse and heather
2

18/04/17 fieldwork began turbury and Upton heath survey techniques 8
19/04/17 fieldwork at Winfrey and tadnoll survey techniques 8
20/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
21/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
24/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
25/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
26/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
27/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 8
28/04/17 fieldwork survey techniques 5

12/5/2017 enter data on excel sheet 3.5
13/05/17 enter data onto excel sheet 2

3/6/2017 enter data on excel sheet 5
4/6/2017 enter data onto excel sheet 2

Total hours 85.25



Name: Jonathan Lim

Project: Natural and Archaeological Conservation
Hours completed 

so far: 105
Role: Archaeology Lead (Keeper of Ancient Lore)

Activity Log

Date Work completed Skills and personal attributes gained or used Hours worked
28/3/2017 First team meeting. Assignment of tasks and team 

roles. Dates and times of future meetings agreed-
upon.

2

31/3/2017 Familiarisation with GIS functions to be used 
during this project. Digitisation of survey areas. 
Preliminary identification of archaeological sites 
within target areas.

Creation of ArcMaps shapefiles. Research within digital historic 
archives. 

1

03/04/2017 Field training on recording ecological information in 
5m grids (Ie. taxa and % cover). Metrics to be 
recorded were discussed with every member of the 
group, and changes were made after some 
deliberation. 

I learned how to identify and record the extent of heathland 
vegetation. 

2

10/4/2017 Preliminary identification of archaeological features 
within the survey areas. Meeting with Mark and 
Alex to clarify next steps. 1st draft of report 
detailing possible targets compiled. Initial search 
for non-scheduled monuments within sites. 
Analysis of LiDAR images.

Creation of new shapefiles using selection and queries. Converting 
different datums. Creation of graphics using ArcMaps. Reprojection 
of images (ie. LiDAR jpeg file). Conveying information in a succinct 
manner using written reports and verbal communication. Research 
within HER and Heritage England databases.

9

11/4/2017 Final updated shapefiles of survey areas received. 
Table created identifying sites with archaeology 
(with priority targets highlighted). Final list of all 
scheduled monuments created. Final arch 
shapefile sent to Alex to be used in the fieldwork 
planning process. Epicollect 5 tested for use on 
tablets in the field, was found to be unviable :(

Further refinement of ArcGIS, Microsoft Access/Excel skills. 
Improved familiarity with heritage digital archives. Experience with 
trialling software on Android devices.

7

12/4/2017 Revisited Epicollect 5, sucessfully implemented 
and tested the software on all the devices, against 
all expectations. Forms created for both ecology 
and archaeology surveys. Creation of brief guide to 
managing the data on Google Drive

I am now very familiar with the creation of Epicollect forms and how 
to implement them on handheld android devices.

5

18/4/2017 Field surveys of Canford and Upton Heaths. 3 
Scheduled Monuments, 2 incidental archaeology, 1 
ecological square recorded. Colleagues instructed 
on how to use Epicollect and manage data. Forms 
updated based on instructor/student feedback. 

Improved identification of heathland species, both flora and fauna. 
Improved navigation skills. I can now quite confidently spot ancient 
monuments in the field, even though they may be overgrown and 
poorly visible.

8

19/4/2017 Field surveys of Winfrith and Tadnole. 6 scheduled 
monuments, 1 incidental archaeology recorded.

Improved knowledge of heathland management strategies. 8

20/4/2017 Field surveys of Studland and Godlinson Heath 8
21/4/2017 Field surveys of Arne and Stoborough Heath Navigating by compass/GPS. Ability to navigate in rough terrain, 

which should aid in collecting data for my dissertation.
7

24/4/2017 Survey of New Forest Heath sites 8
25/4/2017 Survey of New Forest Heath sites Experience identifying unscheduled archaeological monuments 

visually and from LiDAR data.
8

26/4/2017 Survey of New Forest Heath sites 9
27/4/2017 Field survey of Higher Hyde and Woolsbarrow 

Hillfort, Bloxworth Heath
Experience with doing ecological surveys on large archaeological 
features. Experience navigating in very boggy terrain

7

28/4/2017 Completion of additional ecology survey quadrants 
on Canford and Upton heaths.

4

7/6/2017 Started on site selection process report 2
28/6/2017 Diary entry written Finished diary entry for project, Reflective writing 2
2/7/2017 Further work on site selection process report 4
10/7/2017 Completion of site selection process report Reflective writing, report compilation skills 4

Total hours 105


